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THE HAUNTED  
"The Dead Eye"

  
  

Last Updated: November 8, 2006 9:21 AM

IMPALER's DR. CORPSE Assaulted By Audience Member: Video 
Available - Nov. 7, 2006 

Shock rock punk/metal band IMPALER was nearing the end of its set
during a hometown Halloween show in Minneapolis, MN on October 27,
2006 when two guys in the crowd began taunting the group's sideshow
sicko Dr. Corpse. In a matter of seconds, one of the men threw a punch
at Dr. Corpse and then all hell broke loose. According to an eyewitness,
"the band and their fans all joined together in teaching those two guys a
lesson." A six-minute video clip capturing the entire incident has been
posted online at YouTube.com. 
 
As previously reported, MVD Visual has set a January 30, 2007 release
date for the new DVD from IMPALER. Entitled "House Band At The
Funeral Parlor", the group's second DVD installment includes a full
concert from August 2003 at First Avenue in Minneapolis and several
songs from a "Pillar and Post" show in January 1984! Also included is
an "Oddities and Rarities" section with an all-new band interview and
video for the track "The Last Ride" from the CD "Habeas Corpus"
among others. More information is available at this location. 
 
IMPALER recently contributed a track to the new Llyod Kaufmann film
"Poultrygeist". The band's song "Dead As A Doornail" was requested
by Troma Films head honcho and director Mr. Kaufmann himself. Look
for the soundtrack at Tromaville.com or fine stores everywhere!! 
 
Also on the IMPALER front, the band has a live CD on the slab for
European release in 2007 via Codiac Records. "Alive Beyond The
Grave" was recorded at Star Central this past summer and is IMPALER's
first official live album.  
 
(Thanks: MertzDoughnaut)  
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MY DYING BRIDE  

"A Line of Deathless Kings"

 
 

 

 
THE ESOTERIC  

"Subverter"

 
 

 

 
TROUBLE  
"Psalm 9"

 
 

 

 
HOLY MOSES  

"Finished With the Dogs"

 
 

 

 

To report any abusive, obscene, defamatory, racist, homophobic or
threatening comments, or anything that may violate any applicable laws,
please send an e-mail to bmouth@bellatlantic.net with pertinent details.
Anyone posting such material will be immediately and permanently banned.
IP addresses are recorded to aid us in enforcing these conditions. 

COMMENT |  
posted by : InfectingTheSouL 
11/7/2006 9:03:02 PM 

 
Ahhhh...Ha, Ha, Ha, Ha...... 
 

COMMENT |  
posted by : WaysToTheGrave 
11/7/2006 9:18:42 PM 

 
that band sucks. and the dude tried to play raining blood. even if
youre kidding around on it at least play the riff right lol 
 

COMMENT |  
posted by : thesnowman 
11/7/2006 9:33:54 PM 

 
That was funny almost as funny as Danzig getting smacked this
band is a joke just quite sucking so bad and die 
 

COMMENT |  
posted by : Gorejuice xxx 
11/7/2006 10:33:24 PM 

 
raining blood ends all fights! 
 

COMMENT |  
posted by : LL Ghoul J 
11/7/2006 10:46:04 PM 

 
People who try to start shit at shows really piss me off. At least take
it outside, you fuckin' steakheads. 
 

COMMENT |  
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posted by : beermenow 
11/7/2006 10:47:10 PM 

 
this band really really sucks 
 

COMMENT |  
posted by : hateinsideyourhead 
11/8/2006 12:08:15 AM 

 
Typical jocks, its obvious they arent even there for the band. 
 

COMMENT | pussies 
posted by : BlackBehemoth 
11/8/2006 12:26:28 AM 

 
bloody shirt guy looked to be provoking them. also let the fighters
fight, don't gang up on people. The band sucks also. 
 

COMMENT | sideshow sicko? 
posted by : uh huh 
11/8/2006 12:51:53 AM 

 
That idiot was provoking the crowd. He dared them to hit him. THEN
HE GOT HIT! Meanwhile, the band just kept playing. They didn't
"teach" anybody anything. And the only thing shocking about
Impaler is that this pathetic band is still playing after 20 years of
sucking! 
 

COMMENT |  
posted by : gkthrash 
11/8/2006 3:43:14 AM 

 
"when two guys in the crowd began taunting the group's sideshow
sicko Dr. Corpse"...as if, it is pretty clear that this guy started
provoking the crowd. He got what he deserved. 
 
Also I cant understand what is his role in the band, hedbanging???? 
 
moron 
 

COMMENT |  
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posted by : MiloYambag 
11/8/2006 7:13:46 AM 

 
Give it up for the King Diamond impersonator in the crowd 
 

COMMENT |  
posted by : kharrazi 
11/8/2006 8:01:25 AM 

 
The King Diamond guy is a Stud, Cause I am that guy  
 

COMMENT |  
posted by : kharrazi 
11/8/2006 8:05:07 AM 

 
The guy in the back was punching and hitting everybody, including
the women, He deserved what he got. For all you Impaler haters,
Just simply don't listen to them. There is probably a new R.E.M.
almbut coming out in a near future you can get off of. 
 

COMMENT |  
posted by : kharrazi 
11/8/2006 8:13:23 AM 

 
that is a new R.E.M album 
 
 

In order to post a comment, please log in first.
If you aren't signed up, sign up now. 

BLABBERMOUTH.NET is run and operated independently of Roadrunner Records. The accuracy of
the information contained herein is neither confirmed nor guaranteed by Roadrunner Records, and
the views and opinions of authors expressed on these pages do not necessarily state or reflect
those of Roadrunner Records or its employees. 
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